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 Warning knell for retail contract-for-
difference providers 
  The recent consultation paper on boosting protections for 
retail contract-for-difference customers represents a wake-up 
call for the whole CFD sector, comments Julian Sampson.  

 “Ask not for whom the bells tolls – it tolls for thee”. 
 So said John Donne, 17 th  century poet. If anyone in the 
CFD platform industry was still wondering about the 
potential impact on their business of the Financial Conduct 
Authority’s December consultation paper CP16-40 
(‘Enhancing conduct of business rules for fi rms providing 
contract for difference products to retail clients’), they 
should be in no doubt – this consultation is a bell ringing 
over the whole CFD sector. If it is to survive, the business 
model will have to go through signifi cant change. 

 Nobody could reasonably say that the FCA hadn’t 
given prior warning of this particular peal. The CP refers 
back to the FCA’s 2015 review of CFD provision and 
subsequent ‘Dear CEO’ letter of February 2016. These 
pointed to widespread issues in AML identification and 
(more importantly) the questionable effectiveness of the 
appropriateness test and of risk warnings contained in 
promotional material. 

 To recap on the rules: COBS 10.2 requires the fi rm, prior 
to the sale to a retail customer of a complex product 
on an execution-only basis to ensure that the sale is 
“appropriate”. This entails the fi rm specifi cally assessing 
the client’s “experience and knowledge” of the risks of the 
product. In so doing the fi rm should consider,  inter alia , 
“the nature, volume, frequency of the client’s transactions” 
over the past period. In making this assessment, the fi rm 
is “entitled to rely on the information provided by a client 
unless it is aware that the information is manifestly out of 
date, inaccurate or incomplete.” 

 Discretionary management firms, wealth managers 
and advisory firms have to carry out a similar knowledge 
and experience test when assessing suitability. For them, 
this is not an insuperable requirement. Their ongoing 
relationship with the client should provide them with this 
information as part of their normal Know Your Customer 

processes. Thus, if they from time to time advise on a 
CFD – or indeed take an execution-only order for one – 
they should be able to meet the requirements. 

 But it’s clear from CP16-40 that these are not the fi rms 
who need to listen most closely to the FCA’s proposals. 
This CP is squarely directed at ‘platform’ fi rms who 
specialise in CFDs to the mass retail market and who 
rely on websites and the internet as their primary  – or 
sole – interface with the client. These fi rms are at a 
disadvantage to the wealth managers. Their remote 
interaction with the client inhibits the effective garnering 
of this KYC information for what the FCA clearly regards 
as a product that, at root, is too risky to be sold to retail. 

 And this is the nub of the FCA’s point. Its fi rst formal 
question for response is this: “What investment need(s) 
do CFDs fulfi ll for retail clients and would they be 
disadvantaged if they no longer had access to these 
products?” Clearly the FCA has a view that there is no 
real discernible need – otherwise they wouldn’t have to 
ask the question. The CFD industry must come up with a 
convincing response. 

 And the problem, as seen by the FCA, has grown. The 
greater number of fi rms in the market has led to a product 
that was once restricted being offered to retail customers 
as fi rms have sought to maximize profi t by expanding the 
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market beyond its traditional professional base. Technology 
has, in the FCA’s view, not acted in consumers’ favour, 
making it easy to implement automated margin close-
outs, leading to higher leverage and lower account size, all 
to the disadvantage of the client. 

 And the scale of that disadvantage does ring loud. The 
FCA claims that 82% of accounts in their sample testing 
lost money, each losing an average of £2,200. The risks 
to clients are exacerbated by the high leverage offered 
(as much as a 200:1 ratio of exposure to initial margin 
deposited), the small account sizes allowed and the auto 
close-outs. 

 So the FCA is proposing to ring the changes, and CFD 
firms need to listen in. The most significant proposal 
is a requirement to disclose to the public, wherever 
the advantages of CFDs are discussed, details of the 
percentage of the firm’s clients who have made or lost 
money within the last three and 12-month periods. Given 
the FCA’s sample findings, they believe that this is the 
only way to counter the positive spin put on the product 
by promotional material and their understatement of 
the product’s risks. 

 The regulator is also proposing that fi rms provide a 
standardised risk warning to retail clients. The fi rm would 
need to receive back from the client acknowledgement 
(using prescribed wording) of the warning before 
it can open a trading account for that client. This 
acknowledgement would need to be separate from any 
acceptance of the fi rm’s terms of business. 

 As regards margin, the FCA sees the levels of highly 
geared leveraged accounts as “plainly excessive”. They 
therefore propose restricting the margin offered to 
inexperienced clients to a range of 4%, 5%, 10% and 
20%, depending on the product. Experienced clients will 
be able to take advantage of more liberal leverage levels, 
being half of those offered to inexperienced investors. 

 But for a client to qualify as an experienced investor 
the firm must obtain from them detailed evidence of 
their past trading, showing (by one measure) that they 
have carried out 40 trades over the past 12 months, with 
at least two trades per quarter, all over the past three 
years. And it will no longer be possible for the firm to 
rely on a self-certification by a retail client. The firm must 
receive from the client details of their previous accounts 
and trading. Experience that the client might have 
obtained by using a demonstration or training account 
will not be acceptable. 

 This clearly poses challenges for the firm. On the 
assumption that the client is willing to provide this, 
and the firm has means to upload it, the firm then 
has to make a judgement as to whether the evidence 
provided confirms experience and knowledge. If, as the 
FCA’s sample would suggest, the trading history shows 
a consistent pattern of loss, could that plausibly be 
represented as a basis for proving experience? One might 

say that any experience – even of failure – was good 
experience, but I for one wouldn’t care to justify to the 
FCA clients who were consistently loss-making as having 
“knowledge and experience”. The point is, after all, to 
use your knowledge and experience to make a profit. 

 The FCA next turns its attention to promotional material. 
It proposes to ban all fi nancial promotions offering 
bonuses and other incentives to open accounts or trade. 
The regulator’s view is that these “draw in” inexperienced 
retail clients who may not otherwise choose to invest in 
these products. “These clients are more likely to be lured 
into trading retail CFD products by the prospect of ‘free 
money’,” says the FCA. Interestingly, the FCA contradicts 
itself when it then asserts that this ban will not affect 
competition: “Very few clients said introductory offers 
were the main reason they chose a platform or switched 
from one platform to another.” So perhaps the client base 
isn’t lured after all? 

 As the impact of these proposals reverberates across 
the landscape, there is clearly work to do for CFD platform 
fi rms ahead of the 7 March consultation deadline. They 
face an uphill struggle to convince the FCA of the value of 
their industry to the retail investment community. Critical 
to doing so will be to refute the FCA’s evidence of 82% 
client losses. In any event, fi rms will need to be running 
the numbers now to ensure that they could put such a 
disclosure in place. Firms will certainly want to put their 
own better story to the FCA and challenge them to evidence 
their own calculations. 

 Firms hoping to escape this din by re-categorising 
large swathes of their retail client base to professional 
status should expect the FCA to take a robust approach to 
ensuring that the specifi c qualitative and quantitative tests 
already in COBS 3.5.3 have been met. 

 The industry could also point to the FCA’s own 
recognition that other regulatory developments on 
the horizon may make such resounding changes 
unnecessary. The FCA notes that PRIIPs regulation will 
entail greater disclosure to investors, and that MiFID 
II product governance rules will require target market 
assessment, appropriate product distribution and 
performance assessment. The FCA concedes that “mass 
marketing… retail CFD products appears unlikely to meet 
these new requirements.” If that’s the case, why go to 
this trouble? 

 But the fact remains that the FCA’s proposals chime 
in with other regulatory initiatives already implemented 
across Europe. The FCA cites examples of six EU and fi ve 
non-EU regulators who have already taken separate action 
to tighten the rules in this area. (Interestingly, none of 
the EU regulators have waited for a common directive or 
regulation to do this. So Brexit or not, these rules, however 
they are implemented, are here to stay). 

 In the meantime, the FCA sonorously intones, “we 
expect all firms in this sector to assess whether they 
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have adequate standards in relation to appropriateness 
assessments, AML controls and client categorisation.” 
Risk warnings should be “clear and not diminished 
by other statements or their overall positioning 
and prominence.” 

 So CFD platform fi rms have much to do if this isn’t to 
prove their death knell. Other investment fi rms with only 
a passing interest in the CFD retail market may breathe a 
sigh of relief. But nobody gets away completely. Donne 
prefaced his famous line, “Ask not for whom the bells 
tolls,” by the words: “No man is an island” and “any 
man’s death diminishes me, because I am involved in 

mankind.” Thus one should not ask for whom the bell 
is tolling because it’s tolling for all of us. Likewise with 
CP16-40 – all fi rms should look to their retail CFD 
procedures, and all fi rms should look to their 
appropriateness, and suitability, controls. 

 And that may be a prosaic thought – but no less valuable 
for that. 
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